


How Enzap Bacteria Based Cleaner Works.

Bacteria...

An fresh urine spill is a good example to demonstrate how Kirby's Enzap works.

The theory behind bacteria based Enzap is very
technical, but really quite simple.

The Bacteria in Enzap are living micro-organisms.

They must have food in order to live.

When the bacteria in Enzap come in direct contact with
the urine, they create juices, (enzymes) to break down
the urine into tiny pieces.

They do this in order to digest the urine food.

They will eat the urine food to survive. (Yummy!)

Once the urine food source is gone, the Enzap
bacteria will die.

No more urine, no more bacteria and no more odor.

Enzap works like the above illustration on any micro-organic matter that can be turned
into food by Enzap's bacteria.

To Start...

Shake Enzap well before each application...

And part of the380,000,000,000 ( billion) living bacteria per gallon in Enzap can go to work
anywhere there is even a speck of living filth, to liquefy and digest it completely.

Spray, wipe or brush on Enzap in one easy operation.

"What Do you want to Clean Today?"
Please note: The bacteria in Enzap will not cause any type of disease and
is safe ,for carpets, ceramic, plastic, upholstery, laundry, mattresses, rugs,
pet bedding, linoleum, tile, wood, kennels, etc. It will not harm any surface
not hurt by water. It is USDA approved.



Urinals and Toilets?

Use Kirby's Enzap to Liquefy and deodorize the organic filth that
accumulates on and around urinals and toilets.

Now clean those hard to reach areas, where urine, and odor
causing organic matter have been deposited. The digestive
bacteria in Enzap make their way into crevices at the toilet base
and literally "gobble up" organic sources of the foul odors.

Spray it on. Let it stand. It works almost without scrubbing.

Now... you can deep clean areas where a scrub-brush can't. The
toughest task in the bathroom may now be the easiest with Kirby's
Enzap.Let Enzap Stand

10 Minutes
or Longer for maximum

cleaning effect.

Organic spills on Commercial &
Residential Floors?

Enzap areas on floors that have been dirtied with vomit, blood,
urine, milk, feces, or other organic substance.

380,000,000,000( billion) living bacteria per gallon in Enzap go to
work anywhere there is even a speck of living filth, to liquefy and
digest it completely.

The clean fragrance of Enzap is all that is left of the problem after
you rinse the treated area with water.

It is safe to use in hospitals, nursing homes, hotels, motels,
schools, restaurants, office buildings and your home
environment.

Good to know: Enzap's bacterial formula could dull the wax finish
on a resillient floor with repeated uses.Shake Enzap well before

each use.

What Do You Need To Clean Today?

Here is a partial listing of the many other places and uses in
your home or business for Eznap.

Enzap is truly an all purpose cleaner with a fresh clean fragrance.



Carpets...Fabrics?

Enzap your carpets and fabrics when you spill milk, vomit, urine,
feces, blood and similar organic matter that can ruin your investment.

First... Wipe up as much of the offending substance as you can
from the surface.

Second... Soak the spot with lukewarm water.

Third... Apply full-strength Enzap and brush it into the area of the
spill and let it stand.

Fourth... Wipe the treated area with clean lukewarm water and let
it dry.

The organic bacteria in Enzap will seek their food source where
ever it is hiding, even in the thickest pile or fabrics.

Once the organic odor causing substance has been digested the
problem created by the spill is gone.

Enzap won't let tough
organic spill problems
ruin your investment.

Pets Odors and Accidents?
Why buy "high priced" specialized products to clean organic spills
and odor problems caused by your family pet?
Enzap is truly an all purpose cleaner with a fresh clean fragrance.

Use Kirby's Enzap All Purpose Odor Controller and Waste
Degrader when you need to clean and refreshen places where
pet odors and accidents have occurred.

The active bacterial cultures in Kirby's Enzap are blended with
powerful odor controllers that leave a fresh clean scent. It is
designed to work on a wide variety of organic odor causing
substances.

Clean away the odor build up and effects of urine, feces, vomit,
skin tissue, body oils, fats, and blood that are deposited where
they are not wanted. (Like your best chairs, tables, car seats,
carpets, clothing, rugs, towels, or the floors and furnishings in your
pets eating and sleeping areas.)

SAFE - NON TOXIC - Certified Salmonella-Free.
Fresh Clean Fragrance.

You will not find a more effective product to care for your pets
surroundings than Kirby's Enzap.

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

Enzap's Fresh Clean
Fragrance will replace the

odors you treat.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.



Bathroom Maintenance?

Wipe down everything in the bathroom with Enzap to clean and
freshen in one operation.

Spray, wipe or brush on Enzap in one easy operation. You can let
it stand 10 minutes or more while you sweep, vacuum or even
work in another area. It's like having a helper working while you
work.

Organic odor sources will be gone when you are done rinsing.
Enzap is a SAFE... NonACID formulation. Use it with confidence.

Our long-lasting pleasant fragrance will telegraph the message, to
those who enter... Welcome, this is a safe, clean place to be.Enzap is a Safe Nonacid

Formula.

Garbage Dumpsters?

Enzap is a powerful, easy to use, dumpster cleaner because Enzap
eats the living organisms that cause the foul odors.

The specially engineered "good bacteria" in Enzap multiply again
and again as they eat the filth and decomposing sources of garbage
stench.

A dumpster treated regularly with Enzap is less likely to attract the
insects, rodents, and stray animals that frequent a filthy dumpster
and carry away infections as they move from place to place.

Dilute Enzap with water up to 30 to 1. Apply with a pump up sprayer
for easy application.

Good to Know: Mix only the amount of Enzap you plan to use in
a day. Once Enzap is diluted with water the bacteria are activated.
The bacteria begin to look for food. If none is available. They die.

Use Enzap in dumpsters,
garbage trucks, garbage

pails... ...For powerful lasting
odor control.

Grease Trap & Drain Maintenance?

Let's face it. We don't treat our plumbing lines with much respect.

We want all our messy problems quickly flushed out of our life.

That can only happen if the drains and grease traps we rely on
stay free running.

Enzap poured directly into your drains and grease traps, will eat
its way through the sticky, slimy, oozing crud that can stop up the
whole system.

Enzap's clog eating bacteria can be used nearly anywhere that
waste meets water.

Enzap can freshen up the smell of garbage disposals, too.

Are your drains now clogged? Give them a good treatment of
Enzap. Then... Add a little Enzap weekly to stop clogging buildup
from returning.

Enzap should be
added at night or

when the traps are used the
least.



Blood, Urine Stains, Vomit, Tissue & Body Oils?

These tough spill and odor problems do fight back, because they
are ALIVE!

To win you must be able to destroy the life in the cells that cause
the problem.

The billions of microscopic living bacteria in Enzap fight for you.
They invade. They eat and digest until the spilled living substance
is liquefied and easy to remove from the soiled surfaces.

Enzap's power has been dramatically proven, since 1992, in nursing
homes, hospitals, doctors offices, restaurants, schools, public
institutions and more...

See for yourself the power and clean fragrance of All Purpose
Enzap.

Enzap has been solving
thousands of odor problems

since 1992..

Commercial and Residential Kitchens?

All kitchens must be as clean to satisfy local authorities, demanding
customers and family members.

Enzap is a 100% safe natural way to eliminate the living organisms
in the kitchen, that are a source of the foul odors, and may spread
food born diseases.

Use Enzap on surfaces where food and organic grease buildup
occur. Enzap is safe on all surfaces not harmed by water. However,
Enzap is NOT recommended for use on actual food preparation
surfaces.

And don't forget Enzap's powerful bacteria can freshen up the smell
of garbage disposals, too.

Use Enzap as a kitchen floor cleaner. It creates a lingering fresh
deodorizing effect from the "good" bacteria that accumulate.

Over time, Enzap helps remove organic soils and grease on the
floor tile and grout. The soil loads in your floor drains are reduced.
This is important because the food soils that fall into the floor drains
become a major food source for "Fruit Flies.

It becomes easier to keep the kitchen clean because Enzap's
"grease and fat-loving" bacteria does such a thorough job each
time you use it.

Enzap is completely biodegradable.
USDA Approved.

Nontoxic.
Truly a professional product.



Need an Excellent Laundry Presoak?

Yes... Enzap is an excellent laundry presoak.

Organic stain nightmares become a dream to clean after using
Enzap as a pretreatment. Why continue to buy dozens of special
stain removers when economical Ezap can do it all?

A miserly, economical mixture of Enzap and water will makes one
powerful presoak. Use it to treat the toughest organic stains in your
regular wash load.Use Enzap diluted or full

strength.

RV's, Boats ,Portable Toilets... Inside and out?

Enjoy your RV or Boat with less worry about your black / gray water
holding tanks or portable toilets.

Enzap IT! Kirby's Enzap contains no formaldehyde, or other
chemicals that would have harmful effects on waste or sewage
treatment plants where you dump.

Five kinds of specialized bacteria do the cleaning work... The
formula will not harm your tank or drain lines..

In the septic system, bacteria that wash down the drain take up
residence in the drain, the pipes and the tank. In the drain, they
work to prevent potential clogs, eating grease or soap products.
They work in pipes as well, preventing or dissolving potential clogs
further down the line. In the septic tank, bacteria eat and digest
solid waste at such a rate that the tank can be maintained indefinitely.
And when microbes are working in the septic system, you get more
than extended septic life: drains smell clean and fresh.

Bacteria stay in place and work long after being introduced to a
drain, while enzymes tend to work once and die off, tanks can stay
clean indefinitely with the use of a relatively small amount of Ezap.

Enzap is perfect for treating all mobile systems in buses, motor
homes, trailers, boats and portable toilets and holding tanks.
Enzap leaves a fresh, clean, long-lasting fragrance you will
appreciate.

The " good bacterial cultures continue to multiply as they feed on
the organic waste in the tank. This action will continue under normal
operating temperatures as long as you do not kill them by introducing
additional strong chemical into the tanks.

Compare... You will find that Enzap cost less than most national
brands because you can treat a thirty gallon sewage tank with as
little as 2 oz. of product fewer times per month.

Finally... Enzap works to clean organic waste and the organic film
that coats the side walls of the tanks. You can expect you "tanks
water level sensors" to work more accurately shortly after you begin
to use Enzap regularly. Order Enzap... And away you go!

Enzap Is All Purpose RV
Cleaner...

Yes...
You can use Enzap to clean

and deodorized your RV
inside and out,
not just your

holding tanks.
You can't do that with

national brand tank cleaners.

....Use it Everyday In Every Way!!
What do you need to clean today?



Satisfaction Guarantee

Kirby will refund your full purchase price provided you take the unused portion of the Enzap to your
area Salvation Army Location and donate it.

Get a donation receipt in the amount of the purchase price and send the receipt to Kirby Restaurant
& Chemical Supply 809 South Eastman Road. Longview, Texas 75602.

We will send you a check for the donation amount, minus our shipping costs,by return mail.

General Enzap Precautions:

KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.

Enzap is Safe to use on all metals, and other surfaces that will not be harmed by water. Not Recommended
for use on food Preparation surfaces.

Optimum conditions for use. pH range of 6.0 -8.5 and a temperature range of 40 to 100 degrees F.
Below these temperatures the bacterial digestive action is slowed above these temperatures the bacteria
dies.

Read and follow all label directions. Do not use in a manner not recommended by label instructions.

Enzap is completely biodegradable. USDA Approved. Free
Professional

Trigger Sprayer

When you buy
4 Quarts Of Enzap.

Yours to Keep.

Free
Professional

Trigger Sprayer
and 24 Ounce

Bottle,

When you buy 4
Gallons of Enzap.

Yours To Keep.
4 (Quart Size 32 oz.)

Bottles
$29.98

4 (1 Gallon Size)
Bottles
$77.88

Ships FREE in the 48.

Enzap is manufactured by KIrby Restaurant Supply and Chemical Company.... Since 1970
e-mail: ecommerce@kirbyrestaurantsup.com 1-800-877-5472

High Volume Commercial Accounts...

Buy direct from the manufacture. Call for pricing to meet your needs
Kirby has 30 years chemical manufacturing experience . We have 80 plus housekeeping chemicals
to meet any commercial need at competitive pricing.

Call: 1-800-877-5472 ext. 241 to talk to a representative.


